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Regression in primary cutaneous melanoma:
etiopathogenesis and clinical significance
Phyu P Aung1,2, Priyadharsini Nagarajan1,2 and Victor G Prieto1

Though not required currently for staging, regression is a histopathologic parameter typically reported upon diagnosis of an
invasive primary cutaneous melanoma. The studies examining the prognostic significance of regression in patient outcome
have yielded controversial findings; likely because the definition and assessment of regression have not been consistent, in
addition to subjectivity of pathologists’ interpretation. Regression is histologically characterized by variable decrease in the
number of melanoma cells accompanied by the presence of a host response consisting of dermal fibrosis, inflammatory
infiltrate, melanophages, ectatic blood vessels, epidermal attenuation, and/or apoptosis of keratinocytes or melanocytes; the
relative extent of these features depends on the stage of the regression. However, the magnitudes to which these individual
changes must be present to meet the threshold of histologic regression have not been well defined or agreed upon, and thus,
the definition and classification of histologic regression in melanoma varies considerably among institutions and even among
individual pathologists. In order to determine the clinical significance of histologic analysis of regression, there is a compelling
need for a universal scheme to objectively define and assess histologic regression in primary cutaneous melanoma, so that the
biologic and prognostic significance of this process may be completely understood.
Laboratory Investigation (2017) 97, 657–668; doi:10.1038/labinvest.2017.8; published online 27 February 2017

INTRODUCTION
Primary cutaneous melanoma accounts for approximately 3%
of all malignant skin tumors but contributes to most skin
cancer–related deaths.1 There are treatment options for most
melanomas, primarily based on the stage of the disease,
including surgery (wide local excision with or without sentinel
lymph node (SLN) biopsy or regional lymph node dissection),
adjuvant or neo-adjuvant therapy (chemotherapy, radiation,
targeted therapy, immunotherapy). Breslow thickness is the
most important histologic parameter predicting outcome in
primary cutaneous melanomas. Lesions with thickness
≤ 1.00mm usually have a very good prognosis; more than
95% of patients with such ‘thin’melanomas are alive at 10 years
after diagnosis. However, some patients with a thin lesion
develop metastasis, and thus, it is controversial whether sentinel
lymphadenectomy should be performed in addition to wide
local excision for primary lesions ≤ 1.00mm. Furthermore, it is
unclear if other prognostic factors may help reduce the number
of patients receiving SLN biopsy in lesions thicker ≥ 1mm. The
2016 recommendations of the American Joint Committee on
Cancer (AJCC) for thin melanomas will include ulceration
or tumor thickness 40.8 mm as features supporting

recommendation of SLN biopsy (stage pT1b). And, although
it is not included in the AJCC recommendation, in some
institutions, histologic regression also is considered to be an
indicator for SLN biopsy in patients with a thin melanoma.2–4

From an immune point of view, melanoma, like other solid
tumors, may regress spontaneously with partial or complete
disappearance of tumor.5 Regression is a relatively common
event in melanoma,6 the overall incidence ranging from 10 to
35%,7 and has been reported in up to 58% of thin melanomas
(Breslow thickness ≤ 1.00 mm). It is likely that the observed
differences in regression rates are primarily due to incon-
sistencies in the definition and assessment of regression
among the studies, highlighting the need for more defined
histologic criteria. Regression may be an important prognostic
indicator, since several cases of melanoma presenting initially
as regional metastases (eg, cutaneous or lymph node) have
been documented in the setting of complete regression of the
primary melanoma or an unknown primary tumor,8–12

suggesting an association between regression and metastasis.
In contrast, other more recent studies have indicated that the
presence of histologic regression in primary melanoma is
associated with negative SLN status.13 Thus, the prognostic
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impact of regression in patients with melanoma remains
controversial. In this review, we discuss the various defini-
tions and measurements of melanoma regression, the
potential value of regression as a prognostic parameter, and
the possible biologic mechanisms contributing to regression
with the goal to promote the need for more standardized
criteria for histologic assessment of regression.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF REGRESSION IN
PRIMARY MELANOMA
Regression of malignant tumors can occur spontaneously or
in response to treatment. Spontaneous regression is defined as
partial or complete disappearance of a previously documented
tumor in the absence of therapeutic interventions or physical
trauma.14 Regression of primary melanoma is characterized
clinically by initial (subtle and often unnoticed) hyperpig-
mentation, followed by depigmentation of part of or the
entire lesion, resulting in blue, pink, white, or gray areas.

There is no still standard definition for histologic regression
of primary melanoma. In general, however, most authors define
histologic regression of primary melanoma as partial, segmental
or complete replacement of melanoma cells with a variable host
response. This host response includes variably dense mono-
nuclear infiltrate, melanophages, and/or dermal fibrosis accom-
panied by increased dermal vascularity, with variable epidermal
attenuation.15–17 Notably, histologic regression is often seen in
the absence of clinically documented regression.

MECHANISMS OF REGRESSION IN MELANOCYTIC
LESIONS
The etiology of regression in melanocytic lesions is multi-
factorial, and the contributing mechanisms are yet to be
completely elucidated.18 Our current understanding indicates
that host-immune-mediated responses, particularly through
CD8-positive cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) play a
significant role in the development of regression.19 The role
of the immune system in regression is further supported by
the high incidence of CD4-positive T lymphocytes and Th1
cytokines in regressed tumors,18 as well as the high levels of
tumor-specific antibodies and CTLs in the peripheral blood of
patients with regressed tumors.19

Some authors have suggested that regression may be the
biologic effect of the inflammatory response,20 directed
against specific melanocyte-associated antigens such as
melan-A (also known as MART-1).21 Moreover, a dense
lymphocytic infiltrate, a feature of early regression also seen in
halo nevi, lends support to the key role of lymphocytes in
mediating regression. This immune-mediated destruction of
melanoma cells is also supported by the increasing efficacy of
immunomodulatory therapy in melanomas, which induce or
enhance antitumor host-immune response.22,23 However,
strictly speaking, just the presence of a dense inflammatory
infiltrate with no evidence of at least partial loss of
melanocytes, that is, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs)
does not fulfill the histologic criteria for regression.24,25

T Lymphocytes
T lymphocytes play a role in the regression of human tumors
by recognizing specific antigens. The peptides of tumor cell
proteins, also known as tumor-rejection antigens, are
presented to T cells via the major histocompatibility
molecules.26 They are reported to be the targets of antitumor
T-cell response because their levels of expression on normal
cells are insufficient to be recognized by T lymphocytes.

Six different categories of tumor-rejection antigens have
been reported, three of which are involved in regression of
melanoma: tumor-specific mutated oncogenes or tumor
suppressor genes (cell cycle regulator, cyclin-dependent
kinase 4 (CDKN4)), germ cell antigens (normal testicular
proteins) and differentiation antigens (enzymes in the
melanin synthesis pathway such as tyrosinase).27

Tumor-specific mutated oncogene or tumor suppressor genes
The tumor-specific mutated oncogenes consist of those that
encode strictly tumor-specific antigens and are formed mainly
through point mutations or gene rearrangements that occur
partly during the process of tumorigenesis. Mutations in the
CDKN4 gene are not only well-known contributors to
melanoma development but also play an important role in
spontaneous regression.28 The reported role of point muta-
tions in T-cell response includes support of the (de novo)
binding of a peptide to major histocompatibility class I
molecules or modification of a peptide that already binds class
I molecules, resulting in a new epitope.29

Germ cell antigens
Germ cell antigens are proteins that are normally expressed only
in the testis and placenta. In normal tissue their peptides cannot
be presented to T lymphocytes because they are not expressed
on major histocompatibility molecules. However, these proteins
may be expressed at recognizable levels during oncogenesis due
to genomic and epigenetic changes inherent to specific tumors
and act as tumor-specific antigens.30 In spite of their expression
in various tumors, melanoma antigen (MAGE) and cancer-
testis antigens are associated primarily with melanoma. Their
high level of immunogenicity and tumor specificity make them
ideal targets for development of antigen-specific cancer
vaccines. In the early 1990s, MAGE-1 was the first tumor
antigen that provoked an autologous CTL response in a
melanoma patient.31 Since then, MAGE antigens have been
used as vaccines in human immunotherapy protocols, resulting
in regression of melanomas, as well as other tumor-associated
antigens (TAAs), including gp100.32 The second antigen with
the capacity to induce both humoral and cellular immune
responses is NY-ESO-1 (cancer-testis antigen 1B), which was
isolated from an esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.33 Like
the MAGEs, NY-ESO-1 is expressed by a wide range of cancers,
including melanoma. T cells modified to express NY-ESO-1-
specific T-cell receptors have been reported to induce regression
in metastatic synovial cell sarcoma and melanoma.34
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Differentiation antigens
This category of tumor-rejection antigens comprise differ-
entiation antigens encoded by genes that are expressed only in
certain types of tissue. The differentiation antigens of interest
in melanoma are proteins involved in melanin synthesis
pathways. The gp100 protein, a melanocyte lineage-specific
antigen recognized by HMB45 (human melanoma black-45)
antibody, is not only an important diagnostic marker of
melanoma, but it also plays a role in therapy as well. Owing to
its immunogenic epitopes being detected by human CTLs,
gp100 has been used extensively in melanoma vaccines.32

Another T-cell receptor that has been used for development
of melanoma vaccines is the MART-1-specific T-cell receptor,
which was reported to be specific to an HLA-A2-specific
MART-1 peptide epitope. Autologous CD8-positive T cells
genetically engineered to express MART-1-specific T-cell
receptors have demonstrated their effective role in immu-
notherapy of melanoma by inducing melanoma regression
and long-term cures in animal models as well as in human
patients.32

Tyrosinase, an oxidase involved in melanin production, is
specifically expressed in melanocytes and has been shown to
be overexpressed in melanomas. It was also reported to be
immunogenic, and tyrosinase-specific CD8-positive T cells
can induce lysis of melanoma cell lines. HLA-DR-specific
tyrosinase peptide epitopes, which are known to be identified
by CD4-positive T cells, have been used in vaccines against
melanoma, alone or in combination with other TAAs.32 The
immunogenic tyrosinase-related proteins 1 and 2 (TRP-1,
TRP-2) are frequently overexpressed in melanoma. TRP-1 is
of interest in immunotherapy, and the use of selectively
mutated TRP-1 CD8-positive T-cell epitopes is reported to
effectively interrupt immunologic tolerance and initiate
effective anti-melanoma responses. TRP-2-targeted immune
responses have also been reported to be involved in
melanoma regression.32

SPONTANEOUS REGRESSION IN MELANOMA
Compared to other tumors, melanoma cells particularly
express several proteins with strong immunogenic effects,
which are considered to be significant targets for major
histocompatibility class II and cytotoxic T cells.35 As such,
melanomas with high expression of melan-A/MART-1,
gp100, or HLA-A-0201 show more frequent spontaneous
regression.36,37 There are several hypotheses about the
mechanism of spontaneous regression in primary melanoma
and other melanocytic lesions.37,38 It has been suggested
that an immune response could be initiated at the time of
development of lymph node metastasis. Up to 30% of
melanoma cases with regression develop a concomitant
febrile reaction, and approximately 25% of them are
associated with cutaneous erysipelas.39 Finally, some mela-
noma cells may regress in response to vaccines against
infectious diseases, including tetanus, diphtheria, and bacillus
Calmette-Guérin.40

Multiple research studies over the years since publication of
Ehrlich’s tumor immunosurveillance theory have shown that
the TAAs could be targets for cancer immunotherapy.41

Although many of these studies concentrated on immune
responses against virus-induced tumors, spontaneous tumor
regressions were also sporadically observed in human
patients, especially after immunization against common
pathogens, supporting the role of TAAs of non-viral origin.
Bayer-Garner and others have demonstrated that cytotoxic
immune responses may be involved in the regression of some
tumors. TAAs that have been reported to be targets for CD8-
positive T cells include viral antigens, melanocyte differentia-
tion antigens, and cancer-testis antigens.42,43

Other factors that can induce melanoma regression include
decreased microphthalmia transcription factor activity within
melanocytes.44 Another mechanism, proposed by Bastian,45

suggests that decreased telomerase activity can lead to
abnormal telomere function, and thus induce replicative
senescence in melanoma cells, resulting in the generation of
apoptotic bodies and a T lymphocyte response.

MURINE MODELS IN THE STUDY OF MELANOMA
TREATMENT
Investigations of checkpoint blockade in mouse models and
humans have indicated that preclinical transplantable tumor
models provide valuable information for clinical
application.46 Programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1)-
specific blocking antibodies have been shown to stimulate
tumor regression in diverse human malignancies, including
melanoma. Coupling PD-1-specific blocking antibodies with
other therapeutic options, including tumor vaccines, adoptive
T-cell therapy, or other immunoregulatory antibodies, has
been shown to enhance their regression-inducing activity in
several model systems, helping to guide further development
of these therapies.47

The use of in vivo animal models, especially mice, which can
simulate true melanoma behavior as well as recapitulate natural
tumor progression from in situ to invasion and metastasis, is
essential for the following purposes: (1) to fully understand the
background mechanisms underlying tumor regression; (2) to
develop new drug regimens with better outcome and/or
understand resistance/relapse to the currently available treat-
ment options; (3) to better understand the biology of
melanoma tumorigenesis; (4) to limit/reduce the expense of
the clinical development of immunotherapies; and (5) to prove
the safety and therapeutic antitumor activity of new drugs
before applying them in clinical trials in humans.46

The mouse is the most widely used preclinical model
because of its availability, ease of manipulation, and known
genetic background.46 A number of murine melanoma
models are used, including xenograft, syngeneic, and
genetically engineered models.48,49 Xenograft models can be
easily established by engraftment of cultured human mela-
noma cells into immune-deficient mice; these models are
used mainly to find key oncogenic pathways. Syngeneic
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xenograft transplantation involves the induction and reloca-
tion of melanoma cells in another host of similar type and
genetic background. These models are frequently used to
assess immunotherapies and interactions between cancer and
immune cells, because of the presence of intact immune
system, compared with nude mice. In contrast, genetically
engineered models use transgenic mice with modified gene
expression; these models are often used to determine the
mechanisms of melanomagenesis, elucidate the function of
specific genes and gene products, and identify optimal targets
for therapeutic purposes. Furthermore, they have been used
in combination with other tumor induction methods, such as
ultraviolet light or chemical carcinogens, to study the risk
factors for melanoma development.49

The reported uses of murine models in the validation of
potential antitumor therapies include the following: clinical
validation of checkpoint blockade (CTL–associated protein 4
(CTLA-4)- or PD-1-specific monoclonal antibodies) in
transplantable tumor models; determination of the prognostic
importance of intratumoral lymphocytes and CTLA-4-
specific monoclonal antibodies, in genetically engineered
tumor models; and refinement of chimeric antigen receptor
T-cell technology, in humanized mice.50

IMMUNE THERAPY IN MELANOMA
Two types of immune responses are noted in primary
cutaneous melanoma: (1) regression, which is directed against
the more superficial component of the lesion and (2) the
tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte response, which is directed
against the deeper invasive portion of the lesion.51 Although
in theory immunomodulatory therapies should be effective in
the treatment of primary melanoma, only a proportion of
melanomas respond to such treatments. This finding raises
the possibility that a subset of melanoma cells expresses
stem cell-like molecules, which can selectively display co-
stimulatory molecules capable of avoiding host-immune
responses or fail to express melanoma-associated differentia-
tion antigens.52–54

Once melanoma cells metastasize, surgery alone is usually
not curative. High-stage patients have a poor prognosis with a
median overall survival of 8–10 months and a 5-year survival
rate of 10%.55 Different immune therapies have been used for
such advanced staged melanomas. Interleukin-2, one of the
early immune-mediated therapies, was shown to mediate
tumor regression in melanoma and other malignancies.56

Therapy with recombinant high-dose interleukin-2 to induce
immune-mediated tumor cell lysis has been widely used in
patients with metastatic melanoma with good objective
responses in about 16% of treated patients, supporting the
idea that immunotherapy can cure some melanomas.57

Approximately half of these patients achieved durable
response and long-term survival. However, various life-
threatening toxic effects, including vascular leak syndrome,
preclude its use and effectiveness in all metastatic melanoma
patients.

Interferons (IFN) initially known for their antiviral
properties, have been recognized in the recent decades to
produce durable antitumor effects in advanced melanoma,58

which are mediated through multiple molecular mechanisms
including promotion of Th1-mediated immune response
resulting in intratumoral accumulation of CD8-positive
T cells and cell-mediated cytotoxicity; enhancement of
dendritic cell survival, maturation, and antigen-presenting
activity; in addition to antiangiogenic, antiproliferative, pro-
apoptotic effects.59–61 In particular, several IFN-α2 regimens
(IFN-α2a, IFN-α2b, IFN-α2c, high-dose IFN-α and Peg-IFN)
have been evaluated in the setting of metastatic melanoma
and though the response rates are low, up to 15% of patients
develop durable or complete response.62 In addition to flu-
like side effects in most patients, fewer than 10% of patients
develop severe depression and other psychiatric symptoms,
which required dose reduction and/or delayed treatment in
50% of these patients.62

The other promising immunotherapy for patients with
metastatic melanoma is based on TILs, which are frequently
identified in melanoma. Depending in the distribution, the
lymphocytic infiltrates are graded as brisk (band-like infiltrate
of lymphocytes along the entire invasive border of the
melanoma) and non-brisk. To have an antitumor effect, CTLs
must have various capabilities, including migrating to the
tumor site(s), proliferation, and production of cytokines,
thus, inducing tumor cell lysis.63 It was reported that the
antitumor activity of CTLs in the tumor microenvironment is
less potent and specific than that of TILs grown ex vivo. It has
been suggested that these limitations may be due to immune
escape mechanisms such as interferon gamma-mediated
activation of programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) and
increased numbers of regulatory T cells induced by the
inflammation caused by CTL infiltrate in the tumor
microenvironment.64 Activation of PD-L1 and PD-L2 leads
to T-cell dysfunction by engaging with the PD-1 receptor on
CTLs.65 Disruption of this interaction and restoration of host
CTL antitumor activity against melanoma is the principal
immune mechanism behind the new immunotherapy that
uses PD-1 and PD-L1 inhibitors.

Cellular immunity is initially activated when T cells
recognize expression of intracellular proteins on the surface
of antigen-presenting cells bound to specific mixed histocom-
patibility complex molecules. CTLA-4 expressed on T cells
binds to B7.1 and B7.2 on antigen-presenting cells.47 CTLA-4
can inhibit T-cell function via various mechanisms, including
inhibition of co-stimulation (caused by binding of CD28 to
B7.1 and B7.2) necessary to generate and maintain T-cell
activation as well as its expression on regulatory T cells.66

Antibodies to CTLA-4 inhibit the interaction between CTLA-4
and its ligands to restore the function of T cells in the antigen-
presenting cells. This is the basis of immune response mediated
by ipilimumab, which targets CTLA-4 and was the first
immunotherapy to be approved by the U.S. Federal Drug
Administration (FDA) for advanced stage melanoma.
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CTLA-4 regulates the activation of T cells in early tumor
growth, while PD-1 regulates effector T-cell activity in
peripheral tissues in response to tumor progression in the
later stages of tumor growth.63 CTLA-4, PD-1, its ligands
PD-L1 (B7H1) and PD-L2 (B7-DC) and other immune
checkpoint molecules are the focus of ongoing studies. The
production of an effective immune response is downregulated
by binding of PD-1, an inhibitory receptor present on
activated T cells, to PD-L1 ligand, which is often present on
tumor cells. It was been suggested that antibodies directed
against PD-1 (nivolumab, pembrolizumab) or PD-L1 (dur-
valumab) support tumor regression in patients with advanced
melanoma.67 PD-L1 is expressed in various types of tumors,
such as melanoma, non-small-cell lung cancer, renal cell
carcinoma, gastric cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, various
leukemias, and multiple myeloma.68,69 It is present in the
cytoplasm and plasma membrane of cancer cells. As per
current FDA recommendation, expression of PD-1/PD-L1 in
≥ 1% of melanoma cells may be used as indication for
immunotherapy against PD-1/PD-L1.70 Development and
clinical application of monoclonal antibodies that inhibit
CTLA-4 and PD-1 has been a major milestone in cancer
immunotherapy.

HETEROGENEITY IN THE DEFINITION OF HISTOLOGIC
REGRESSION
Histologic assessment of regression is rife with inconsistencies
since there are no universally accepted set of criteria. Many of
the studies characterize regression as simply present vs absent,
while others have examined it in more detail by including the
stage of regression and/or the horizontal extent of
involvement.

Some authors have classified regression on the basis of the
stage of its evolution into three groups by comparing the
relative proportions of fibrosis and inflammatory
infiltrate.7,15,71 Thus, early stage is characterized by a mono-
nuclear inflammatory cell infiltrate composed predominantly
of mature lymphocytes and scattered histiocytes immediately
adjacent to melanocytes and keratinocytes and disruption of
the dermal and rarely, the junctional melanocytic component
(some loss of vertical/radial growth phases). The intermediate
stage consists of near complete absence of melanocytes in a
portion of the melanoma, along with scattered melanophages,
patchy lymphohistiocytic infiltrate, fibroblastic proliferation,
mild collagen deposition, and increasing vascularity within
superficial dermis. The late stage is characterized by complete
absence of melanocytes, well-developed fibrosis involving and
expanding the superficial/papillary dermis, vertically oriented
delicate and ectatic capillaries, flattened rete ridge pattern,
variable numbers of melanophages, and usually a few
inflammatory cells.

In 1993, a study from Massachusetts General Hospital
modified this classification and categorized histologic regres-
sion into early, intermediate, and late stages based on the
degree of loss of melanoma cells within the dermis and

epidermis in addition to inflammation and fibrosis compared
with an adjacent area of the preserved primary melanoma.71

In early regression, the distribution of melanoma cells is
disrupted by the dense infiltrates of lymphocytes with
minimal degeneration of melanocytes and without obvious
fibrosis. In intermediate regression, there is some degenera-
tion of melanoma cells in a background of varying admixtures
of lymphoid cells and increased fibrous tissue, variable
telangiectasia and melanophages. In late regression, there is
prominent loss of melanoma cells while the normal papillary
dermis is replaced by horizontally placed collagen fibers,
leading to extensive fibrosis with variable telangiectasia,
melanophages, sparse lymphocytic infiltrate, and effacement
of the epidermis. Some authors have also classified regression
as mild, moderate, and severe depending on the extent of
involvement of the area of invasive melanoma.72

Botella-Estrada et al2 subdivided regression into two stages:
(1) early, characterized by small foci of decreased or absent
melanoma cells in the dermal component of the tumor, some
degree of dermal fibrosis, and dense inflammatory infiltrate;
and (2) late, characterized by a medium to large area of
decreased or absence of dermal melanoma cells and very
prominent dermal fibrosis. Melanomas have been classified as
‘regressing’ vs ‘regressed’,73 and as ‘active’ vs ‘past’ 74,75 to
reflect similar histopathologic changes. Since the active/early
stage of regression overlaps considerably with brisk TILs and
is subject to interpretation, many authors document only the
presence or absence of late regression (Table 1).

Regression has also been classified according to the area of
loss of melanoma within the dermis and epidermis as a
percentage of the whole horizontal extent of the melanoma.
Based on this estimation, regression is classified into three
groups: no or minimal, focal (o50 or o75% of the entire
melanoma), and extensive (≥50 or ≥ 75%).76–78 While this
semiquantitative assessment is typically applied to the entire
lesion, in some studies only a representative section of the
melanoma has been analyzed for each case.78 Currently, the
AJCC classification recommends 75% as the cutoff for
distinguishing focal from extensive regression since some
studies have identified melanomas with ≥ 75% regression
being associated with metastasis.76,77

As another attempt to quantify it, regression may be
described as partial vs complete. Complete regression of
melanoma has traditionally been defined as the absolute
absence of any dermal or junctional melanocytes and
replacement of the entire lesional area by varying amounts
of fibrosis, inflammation, and sometimes abundant melano-
phages (tumoral melanosis) in the site of a previously
documented pigmented lesion.9,11 In such scenarios, since
no melanocytes remain in the lesion, a definitive diagnosis of
regressed melanoma cannot be rendered, but the optimal
diagnosis would rather be ‘pigment incontinence consistent
with a completely regressed melanocytic lesion’. As such, the
malignant biologic potential of the regressed lesion is realized
only if the patient develops regional or distant metastasis. In
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contrast, any degree of regression of only a portion or segment
of melanoma, with preserved adjacent tumor, is considered to
be partial or segmental regression.16 However, some authors
differentiate complete from generalized regression as the total
absence of melanocytes in epidermis and dermis, even if it is
only an area in an otherwise intact melanoma.79

At our institution, we do not routinely report the active/
early stage of regression (Figure 1a), due to the considerable
overlap between TILs and early stage regression. We define
histologic regression as the presence of an area of

mononuclear cell infiltrate with associated variable loss of
melanoma cells, varying degrees of non-laminated dermal
fibrosis, melanophagocytosis, and telangiectatic blood vessels;
and variably attenuated epidermis (Figure 1b). This represents
the late stage of regression. Such areas may show active
degeneration of melanoma cells and/or keratinocytes. We also
report the horizontal extent of regression as extensive when
450%. But, following the CAP recommendation, we also
indicate when the regression involves 475% of the lesion
(Figure 2a–c).

Table 1 Published studies demonstrating no association between the presence of histologic regression and patient outcome in
primary cutaneous melanoma

Reference Type of cases studied Number
of cases

Assessment of
regression

Prognostic effects of regression

Balch et al99 Melanomas 339 Present vs absent No effect on survival

McGovern et al81 Melanomas (≤0.70 mm) 353 (i) Present vs absent

(ii) Active vs past

No difference in 10-year survival

Cooper et al82 Melanomas of the extremities

(≤1.00 mm)

48 Definite and

segmented vs diffuse

and probable vs

equivocal vs absent

No difference in recurrence or metastasis

Kelly et al83 Melanomas (o0.76, 0.76–1.5,

and 41.5 mm)

844 Present vs absent No difference in 5-year survival rate

Wanebo et al84 Melanomas of the extremities

(≤1.00 mm)

48 Present vs absent No prognostic significance

Shaw et al109 Stage I and II melanomas 7540 Present vs absent No difference in recurrence of stage I melanomas

Wagner et al86 Melanomas with SLN sampling 275 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Fontaine et al87 Melanomas with SLN sampling 107 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Topping et al88 Melanomas with SLN sampling 347 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status or

recurrence rates

Kruper et al89 Melanomas with SLN sampling 682 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Cecchi et al90 Melanomas with SLN sampling 59 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Gutzmer et al91 Thick melanomas (≥4.0 mm)

with SLN sampling

152 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Mandala et al92 Stage I and II melanomas 1251 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Socrier et al93 Melanomas with SLN sampling 411 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Burton et al94 Melanomas (≥1.00 mm) 2220 Present vs absent Regression was not associated with SLN status,

disease-free survival, or overall survival

Grotz et al97 Melanomas with SLN sampling 250 Present vs absent Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Botella-Estrada

et al2

Melanomas (40.75 mm) with

SLN sampling

201 (i) Present vs absent

(ii) Early vs late

(iii) Extent

Regression did not correlate with SLN status

Callender et al95 Melanomas (≥1.00 mm) with

SLN sampling

2500 Present vs absent Regression was common in melanomas arising

in the trunk but did not predict SLN status

Abbreviation: SLN, sentinel lymph node.
Melanoma thicknesses described in this table are Breslow thicknesses.
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Thus, the definition of regression and the histologic
classification systems described here are divergent and
extremely subjective. The lack of standard classification of
regression and the different methods of assessing and
documenting regression between different institutions have
likely contributed to inconsistent results in the literature.
Therefore, a unified set of histologic criteria to assess
regression is critical to determine the significance of
regression in the outcome of patients with primary cutaneous
melanoma.

PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF REGRESSION IN
MELANOMA
Per the College of American Pathologists (CAP) and AJCC,
regression is one of the recommended elements for reporting
in primary cutaneous melanoma. Per the CAP protocol,
regression should be reported as not identified, present
(involving o75 or ≥ 75% of the lesion, if present), or
indeterminate.

To date, the biologic significance of melanoma regression
has not been completely elucidated. When only a portion of
the primary melanoma has undergone regression, it is unclear
whether mere reduction in tumor volume has a favorable
effect on patient outcome. However, it is conceivable that
when only specific subpopulations of the melanoma are
eliminated, the degree of aggressiveness of the remaining
clones in a patient may predict the patient’s melanoma-
specific outcome. In a recent report of 321 cases of thin
melanoma (Breslow thickness ≤ 1.00 mm), Yun et al sug-
gested that one of the factors contributing to poor prognosis
associated with regression was the increased dermal lymphatic
vessel density and the resulting increased risk of lymphovas-
cular invasion.80

Several studies have failed to show a correlation between
regression and patient outcome (Table 1).2,4,81–99 In contrast,
other studies have indicated that the presence of regression
in melanoma was associated with a poor prognosis
(Table 2).7,72,74–76,78,100–103 On the other hand, additional
studies have suggested that regression indicates a favorable
outcome (Table 3).3,104–108 Thus, the prognostic significance
of regression in primary melanoma has been controversial for
many years. In the next section, we discuss some of the most
relevant published studies with respect to melanoma
recurrence, lymph node metastasis, and survival.

Association between Regression and Recurrence
While comparing only the presence vs absence of late-stage
regression, several authors found no correlation between
partial regression of melanoma and recurrence. For instance,
in one of the largest studies of cutaneous stage I or stage II
melanoma (N= 7540 cases), Shaw et al noted regression in
67% of 61 stage I melanomas that recurred as well as in 61%
of 735 stage I melanomas that did not recur. These data seem
to indicate a lack of correlation between regression and
recurrence.109 Similar results have been reported by other
groups, including two separate studies of 48 melanomas of
the extremities (Breslow thickness ≤ 1.00 mm)82,84 and a
study of 347 cases of melanoma.88 In a recent study of 1349
cutaneous melanomas, however, Morris et al106 showed that
regression correlated with decreased local and systemic
recurrence.

Association between Regression and Lymph Node
Metastases
Some early studies simply comparing the presence or absence
of late-stage regression demonstrated that thin melanomas
with regression were more prone to metastasis than their

Figure 1 Representative histologic images of different stages of regression of primary cutaneous melanoma. (a) The early/active stage is characterized by a
dense dermal lymphocytic infiltrate (black arrowhead) surrounding the melanoma cells (black arrow), some of which may be degenerating (inset), densely
and coarsely pigmented macrophages (open white arrow), and minimal dermal fibrosis, if any. (b) The late stage is characterized by dense dermal fibrosis
(white arrowhead), numerous melanophages (open white arrow), sparse lymphocytic infiltrate (black arrowhead), scattered dyskeratotic keratinocytes (inset),
and almost complete absence of junctional and dermal melanocytes (black arrow) (hematoxylin and eosin stain; magnification: × 100).
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counterparts without regression.74,78,100,103 Others have
examined the stage and extent of regression and reported
increased incidence of metastasis in melanomas with
regression.4,7,76,78,110 In their large study of cutaneous stage
I and stage II melanomas, Shaw et al109 reported that

regression was present in all 28 cases of thin melanoma
(Breslow thickness o0.76 mm) that presented with concur-
rent regional lymph node metastases (stage II), suggesting an
association between regression and lymph node metastasis. In
a study by Guitart et al,78 the presence of extensive (450%)
regression on a representative section of melanoma was
associated with a higher risk of metastasis. In a study of 103
thin melanomas (Breslow thickness o0.76 mm), Ronan
et al76 reported that there was an increased risk for visceral
metastasis when more than 77% of the melanoma was
regressed. In contrast, some authors showed that the presence
of regression in primary melanomas was not associated with
lymph node metastasis.2,86,88–97 Some studies have demon-
strated a lack of correlation between extent of regression and
SLN status.2,4,7,76,82 Yet other studies have reported that the
presence of regression may be associated with negative SLN
status.3,85,98,105–107 Moreover, in a recent meta-analysis of 14
studies that included 10 098 patients with melanoma of
various stages, Ribero et al13 demonstrated that regression was
associated with lower rates of SLN positivity.

Association between Regression and Survival
In a multifactorial analysis of prognostic variables, Balch
et al99 demonstrated that the presence of regression did not
affect survival rates in 339 patients with melanoma. In the
study of 844 melanomas subdivided into three groups based
on Breslow thickness (o0.76, 0.76–1.5, and 41.5 mm), Kelly
et al83 reported the overall incidence of late-stage regression to
be 20.4% with no difference in 5-year survival rates by lesion
thickness. A similar lack of association between regression
and survival has been reported by a few other studies.81,85,94

In contrast, Slingluff et al72 reported, in a study of 681 thin
melanomas (Breslow thickness o0.76 mm), that severe
regression in thin melanomas was associated with decreased
disease-free interval. Similarly, Sondergaard and Hou-
Jensen75 reported a lower 10-year survival rate in patients
with past regression and noted that thicker and wider areas of
fibrosis were associated with poor survival. In a multivariable
logistic regression analysis of 386 cases of clinical stage I
melanoma, Clark et al102 reported that the presence of
melanoma regression was associated with a lower 8-year
survival rate. Furthermore, complete regression was common
in thin melanomas with concurrent metastasis and was
associated with lower 5-year overall survival rate.4 Only a few
studies have reported an association between the presence of
regression and better survival rates.104,108

Notably, most of these studies compared the presence or
absence of late-stage regression, while some of the remaining
studies compared the extent of regression as focal, partial, or
complete or the stage of regression as early vs late or active vs
past, with or without an intermediate stage. Only rare studies
have examined regression further by measuring the depth of
regression-associated fibrosis; Sondergaard and Hou-Jensen75

expanded their analysis of regression by assessing the
horizontal width and depth of fibrosis. Similarly, Ronan

Figure 2 Representative histologic images of partial regression of primary
cutaneous melanoma classified on the basis of the horizontal extent: (a)
focal (o50%), (b) intermediate (450 to ≤ 75%), and (c) extensive (475%)
(hematoxylin and eosin stain; magnification: × 100).
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et al,76 in addition to assessing the stage of regression,
examined area and depth of regression. However, no study so
far has examined the significance of regression-associated
inflammation. These studies highlight the lack of homo-
geneity among pathologists in the assessment of regression in
primary cutaneous melanomas.

In our experience (unpublished data) some histologic
features that characterize regression such as the percentage of
horizontal extent of regression (based on all sections
containing the entire melanoma and not on a representative
section) as well as the maximum thickness of regression-
associated fibrosis and inflammatory infiltrate may be

Table 2 Published studies demonstrating that the presence of histologic regression is associated with a poor prognosis in patients
within primary cutaneous melanoma

Reference Type of cases studied Number
of cases

Assessment of regression Prognostic effects of regression

Gromet et al100 Melanomas (o0.76 mm) 121 Present vs absent Regressed melanomas accounted for most of

metastasis

Paladugu and

Yonemoto101

Melanomas (o0.76 mm) 36 Present vs absent Regressed melanomas metastasized at a higher rate

Sondergaard and

Hou-Jensen75

Melanomas (≤1.00 mm) 486 (i) Stage: absent vs slightly active vs

markedly active vs past

(ii) Horizontal width

(iii) Depth of fibrosis

Decreased 10-year survival rate in patients with past

regression

Thicker and wider area of fibrosis was associated

with poor survival

Naruns et al74 Thin metastasizing

melanomas (o0.76 mm)

36 Active vs past vs both Regression was frequently present in thin

metastasizing melanomas

Ronan et al76 Melanomas (o0.76 mm) 103 (i) Early vs intermediate vs late

(ii) Area of regression as percentage of

lesional area

(iii) Depth of fibrosis

Increased rate of visceral metastasis when 477% of

melanoma was regressed

Slingluff et al72 Melanomas (o0.76 mm) 681 Mild vs moderate vs severe Severe regression in thin melanomas was associated

with decreased disease-free interval

Clark et al102 Stage I melanomas 386 Late regression: present vs absent or

incomplete

Poor 8-year survival rates in cases with vertical

growth stage

Shaw et al109 Stage I and II melanomas 7540 Present vs absent Thin melanomas (o0.76 mm) that presented with

concurrent metastases (stage II) had regression

Blessing and

McLaren7

Melanomas of varying

thickness

563 (i) Stage (active, late, or both)

(ii) Extent (o10%, 20–40%, and 440%,

primarily of the late component)

Thin melanomas (o1.5 mm) with regression may be

prone to metastasis

Guitart et al78 Case control study of thin

metastasizing melanomas

43 (i) Present vs absent

(ii) Percentage of linear regression on a

representative section

Extensive (450%) regression associated with a

higher risk of metastasis

Oláh et al103 Melanomas with SLN

sampling

134 Present vs absent Regression was associated with 10 times higher

relative risk of regional lymph node metastasis

McClain et al4 T1a/in situ melanomas 75 Complete vs partial vs focal Complete regression was common in thin

melanomas with concurrent metastasis and was

associated with decreased 5-year overall survival rate

Tejera-Vaquerizo

et al96

Stage I and II melanomas with

SLN sampling

698 Present vs absent Regression was associated with fast-growing

melanomas but did not predict SLN status

Abbreviation: SLN, sentinel lymph node.
Melanoma thicknesses described in this table are Breslow thicknesses.
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prognostically informative of the patient’s outcome. Greater
depth of regression-associated fibrosis and inflammation
and the presence of focal (≤50%) regression significantly
correlated with adverse histopathologic prognostic parameters
of primary cutaneous melanomas, such as higher Clark level
and increased Breslow thickness, mitotic rate, ulceration and
lymphovascular invasion. Furthermore, increased thickness of
regression-associated fibrosis correlated with reduced overall
survival in a multivariate analysis. Similarly, Sondergaard
and Hou-Jensen75 have shown that thicker and wider area
of regression-associated fibrosis may correlate with poor
survival.

CONCLUSION
Owing to the various inconsistencies in assessing regression,
standardization of the evaluation criteria is essential before
the biologic and prognostic significance of histologic regres-
sion can be recognized.15,82,111 Therefore, we recommend that
all (dermato)pathologists assess regression in an objective
manner and include regression-associated parameters (extent
and depth) in their pathology report for primary cutaneous
melanomas. We recommend using the following features to
diagnose the presence of histologic regression in primary
cutaneous melanomas: dermal mononuclear infiltrate com-
posed predominantly of mature lymphocytes, variable degrees
of non-laminated dermal fibrosis, melanophagocytosis, tel-
angiectatic blood vessels and variably attenuated epidermis;

degeneration of keratinocytes and rarely melanoma cells may
also be present. We also recommend assessing the horizontal
extent of regression as focal (≤50%) vs intermediate (450 to
≤ 75%) vs extensive (475%) by determining the percentage
of horizontal regression in the entire lesion as well as the
maximum thickness of regression-associated dermal fibrosis
and inflammatory infiltrate with a calibrated ocular micro-
meter (similar to measuring Breslow thickness). We antici-
pate that such an objective analysis will provide sufficient
clinical evidence over time to understand the prognostic
significance of regression and its inclusion in the CAP and
AJCC classifications.
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